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Abstract—Keeping in consideration the expected need of
node densification of heterogeneous cellular networks in near
future, it is imperative that more accurate path loss models be
used when analyzing heterogeneous cellular networks
performance in terms of user equipment association
probability, coverage probability and spectral efficiency. In
this paper, we have derived the generalized user equipment
association probabilities’ expressions of a two-tier Dense
Heterogeneous Cellular Network incorporating Downlink
Uplink Decoupled technique using multi-slope path loss model,
which incorporates the effect of physical environment on the
path loss based on separation between transmitter and
receiver. For analyzing network performance, we have
considered dual-slope and tri-slope path loss models as special
cases. The derived analytical expressions have been validated
through network simulations and found in good agreement.
The results have also been compared with conventional singleslope path loss model and it has been found that the decoupled
uplink downlink association probability is higher when
incorporating multi-slope path loss model as compared to
single-slope path loss model.
Index Terms—cellular networks, probability distribution,
propagation losses, stochastic processes, uplink.

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to offer a promising way of meeting the growing
demand of high volume of mobile traffic, data rates and
devices and its applications, a complete paradigm shift was
imminent. By 2023, it has been forecasted that the mobile
data traffic volume will reach 107 exa-bytes per month
growing at a compound annual growth rate of 39 percent
since 2017 [1]. The average mobile network connection
speed is also projected to reach 28.5 megabits per second
(Mbps) by 2022, compared to 8.7 Mbps in 2017 [2]. Due to
the introduction and popularity of new and bandwidth
hungry applications like video streaming, online gaming,
interactive web, the demand for higher and robust data rates
for end-users is increasing. In recent studies, augmented
reality, virtual reality, massive and critical mobile-tomobile, Internet of Things have been considered as
compelling use cases for 5G [3]. As these applications
require a fast and reliable uplink connection, with very short
time-to-content, it raises question on whether the
conventional coupled user association method is applicable
or not when catering to time-critical and data hungry
applications [4]. To overcome this problem, techniques
involving user-centric operation were proposed [5]

exploiting decoupling of uplink and downlink connectivity
for User Equipment (UE), termed as Downlink Uplink
Decoupled (DUDe). In this technique, the UE may associate
itself with two Base Stations (BSs) belonging to different
tiers for uplink and downlink connectivity based on
independent cell association decisions leading to improved
uplink network performance [6-8].
Authors in [9-11] have highlighted the benefits of
incorporating Downlink Uplink Decoupled (DUDe)
technique in multi-tier heterogeneous networks. Some of the
advantages include reduced uplink path loss, better Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR), reduced uplink interference level
leading to better Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR), better
uplink average spectral efficiency and rate, and better
utilization of UE power leading to longer battery life.
Although it is worth noting that the path loss model used in
all the above mentioned work on DUDe as well as in [1217] is the conventional distance dependent path loss,


L   d d0 

(1)

where d0 is the reference distance (often taken as 1 meter), d
is the Euclidean distance between UE and BS and  is the
Path Loss Exponent (PLE).
Significant research has been carried out in order to
propose more realistic and accurate path loss models over
the years [18-20]. Authors in [21, 22] have, through the use
of two-ray model, proposed dual-slope path loss model, in
which the exponent in the path loss expression is dependent
on Transmitter (TX)- Receiver (RX) separation. The
experimental work presented in [23, 24] also indicates that
the slope for distance dependent path loss does not remain
the same against distance.
For ultra-dense networks, authors in [25-29] have
analyzed the downlink network performance of single-tier
downlink dense cellular networks using multi-slope path
loss model. This model takes into consideration, the effect
of physical environment like Line-of-Sight (LOS) and nonLOS, buildings, etc. and is hence considered a more realistic
and accurate version when compared to single-slope
conventional path loss model. Multi-slope path loss model is
defined by the PLE whose value is determined with respect
to TX-RX distance. In [30, 31], the authors have performed
downlink analysis on multi-tier cellular network using
multi-slope path loss model.
To the best of our knowledge, the performance of multitier DUDe based heterogeneous networks has never been
analysed using a path loss model other than the conventional
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distance dependent path loss model. Due to densification of
low powered BSs (Small BSs), it is important to analyze the
performance of such networks using path loss models which
take into account the effects of physical environment. Multislope path loss model is a more realistic approach to
calculating the increased variations in the link in dense
cellular networks. Our contribution is that we have analysed
the DUDe based heterogeneous cellular network
performance in terms of UE coupled and decoupled
association probability, using this more realistic model and
also compared the results with that of conventional distance
dependent path loss model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model used to study the performance of
DUDe based multi-tier network using multi-slope path loss
model. In section III we have derived the general
expressions for the UE association probability cases, using
multi-slope path loss model as it is a key parameter in
assessing the uplink network performance in particular. In
section IV, we have further derived the above expressions
by taking into account two special cases of multi-slope path
loss models namely dual-slope and tri-slope models. In
section V, we have presented the simulation results and
compared the performance of DUDe based network with
conventional distance dependent path loss with that of
multi-slope path loss model. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In order to analyse the performance of DUDe in multi-tier
networks using multi-slope path loss model, we have
considered a two-tier network model consisting of Macro
Base Stations (MBSs) in one tier and small, low-powered,
densely deployed Small Base Stations (SBSs) in the other.
For modeling the locations of the BSs, we have used
homogeneous Poisson Point Process (PPP), denoted by
k (where k  M for MBS tier, k  S for SBS tier), having
average node densities denoted by k . Fig. 1 shows an
instance of PPP generated locations of MBS and SBSs. The
analysis is performed on a typical test User Equipment (UE)
placed at origin as shown in Fig. 1. The location of a node in
the region R2 is from a realization of k , denoted by
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operating frequency. Instead of using conventional distance
dependent path loss model, Lxk  xk

 k

having single

slope denoted by  k  2 , we have assumed that the signals
in uplink and downlink suffer from multi-slope distancedependent path loss denoted by:
n

i  i 1

Ln   Ri

x

 n

, 0  n  N 1

(2)

i 1

where,

Ln

represents
n

N-slope

i i 1

x  [ Rn , Rn 1 ) ,  Ri

1

path

loss

when
n  0,

for

i 1

R0  R1  R2 ...  RN   and  0  1   2 ...   N 1
The average downlink and uplink received powers of the
signals are respectively given by
nk

 i  i 1

PrDL  Pk hxk  Ri
k
i 1
nk

xk

i i 1

PrUL  Pd hxk  Ri
k

where,

xk

i 1

hxk represents

 nk

(3)

 nk

(4)

Rayleigh

fading

and

is

an

exponentially distributed random variable with a mean of 1.
xk is Euclidean distance of test UE from the BS located at
xk . The distance distribution of the PPP k for nearest
serving BS is given by
f X k ( xk )  2k xk ek xk , xk  0

(5)

FX k ( xk )  1  ek xk , xk  0

(6)

2

2

When applying DUDe, the user associates with a BS of a
certain tier based on the following criteria:
1. The UE will connect to the BS which provides
minimum path loss for uplink association.
2. The UE will connect to the BS which is providing
maximum average received power for downlink
association.
Using the system model, UE association criterion (as
shown in Fig. 2), and distance distributions discussed above,
we derive the user association probabilities in Section III.

xk  {xk1 , xk2 } .

Figure 1. An instance of Poison Point Process based generation of MBSs,
and SBSs over an area of 1000  1000 meters with   10,   3 .

Figure 2. System diagram showing UE association criterion defined for
uplink and downlink connectivity for decoupled association

M

The BSs transmit power at Pk and the UEs transmits
maximum power at Pd. Fractional power control allows
effective use of uplink signal power and prolongs battery
life but for the sake of tractability, we have assumed that the
UE transmits at maximum power. Universal frequency reuse
is assumed where all the BSs transmit using the same

46

III. USER ASSOCIATION PROBABILITIES USING MULTISLOPE PATH LOSS MODEL
In this section, we derive the expressions for probabilities
for following four different cases of user associations.
1. Case 1: UE connects to Macro BS in both Uplink and
Downlink (coupled association)
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Case 2:UE connects to Macro BS in Downlink and
Small BS in Uplink (decoupled association)
3. Case 3:UE connects to Macro BS Uplink and Small
BS in Downlink (decoupled association)
4. Case 4: UE connects to Small BS in both Uplink and
Downlink (coupled association)
Case 1:
Probability that the UE will associate itself with the
Macro BS in Uplink and Downlink is defined by:
P1  Pr( PM LM  PS LS ; LM  LS )
(7)
P1  Pr( LM 

PS
LS ; LM  LS )
PM

(8)

As, PS / PM  1 , considering the overlap region, we can
write (8) as:
P1  Pr( LM  LS )
(9)
Putting the value of path losses in (9) from (2), we get the
following:
nS
 nM

 


 
P1  Pr   Ri i i 1 xM nM   R j j j 1 xS nS  (10)
 i 1

j 1


By rearranging the variables, we get:
nS


 


R j j j 1


 nS 
j 1
 nM
(11)
P1  Pr  xM
xS


nM


i i 1
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Equation (11) can be further simplified to:
1




 nS     nM
 nS 
  R j j j 1 
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P1  Pr  xM  
xS nM 
(12)
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i i 1 
  Ri





 i 1



Let
(13)
   nS /  nM
So, (12) becomes,
c



 nM
 
P1  Pr  xM  T
xS 
(14)




where, c is a constant which takes values +1, 1, and 0 for
nM  nS , nM  nS , and nM  nS respectively, and
T

nS  nM


i 1

R
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 n  n  i 1 )
S  nM  i
S M

nS  nM i 1

Substituting vS  xS in (16) gives

P1   2S vS e

S vS

2

0



P1  1   2S vS

c

 nM

M T
1  e



vS2/





 dvS



c



 nM 2/
2
vS  S vS 
  M T



e 

(17)

dvS

(18)

0

The integral in (18) cannot be solved in its general form.
However, closed form solutions can be obtained for special
cases as shown in section IV.
Case 2:
Probability that the UE will associate itself with the
Macro BS in Downlink and with Small BS in the Uplink
(decoupled association) is defined by:
P2  Pr( PM LM  PS LS ; LM  LS )
(19)
After rearranging, we obtain:
P
(20)
P2  Pr( LM  S LS ; LM  LS )
PM
Considering the overlap region, we can write (20) as:
P
(21)
P2  Pr( LM 1  LS 1 )  Pr( LM 1  M LS 1 )
PS
Putting the value of path losses in (21) from (2), we get the
following:
c
c






nM  
1/nM nM  

P2  Pr  xM  T
xS   Pr  xM  P
T
xS  (22)








where,
P  PM / PS
(23)
Now, incorporating the distance distribution from (5) into
(22), we obtain:
c




nM


P2   1  FX M (T
xS )  f  ( xS ) dxS
xS

0


(24)
c




1/



  1  FX M ( P nM T nM xS )  f  ( xS ) dxS
xS

0


Let vS  xS , substituting the values in (24) results in:


c



P2   2S vS eS vS (eM T
0

(15)

Now, incorporating the distance distribution from (5) into
(14), we obtain:
 c


 nM 


(16)
P1   FXM T
xS  f  (xS ) dxS
xS


0
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(25)
) dvS

0

Equation (25) can be further simplified to:
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The integral in (26) cannot be solved in its general form.
However, closed form solutions can be obtained for special
cases as shown in section IV.
Case 3:
Probability that the UE will associate itself with the
Macro BS in Uplink and with Small BS in the Downlink
(decoupled association) is defined by:
P3  Pr( PM LM  PS LS ; LM  LS )
(27)
After rearranging (27), we get
P
P3  Pr( LM  S LS ; LM  LS )
(28)
PM
Since there is no overlap region possible for the two
conditions shown in (28), the association probability for the
case 3 results in zero, i.e.
P3  0
(29)
Case 4:
Probability that the UE will associate itself with the Small
BS in both Uplink and Downlink is defined by:
P4  Pr( PM LM  PS LS ; LM  LS )
(30)
Equation (30) can also be written as:
 1 ; L 1  L 1 )
P  Pr( L 1  PL
(31)
4

M

S

M

S

As, P  1 , considering the overlap region, we can write (31)
as:
 1 )
P  Pr( L 1  PL
(32)
4

M

S

Putting the value of path losses in (32) from (2), we get the
following:
c




1/


n
n
MT
M x 
P4  Pr  xM  P
(33)
S 




Now, incorporating the distance distribution from (5) into
(33), we obtain:
c





  1/ nM  nM



P4    1  FX M  P
T
xS   f  ( xS  )dxS  (34)
xS


0





Let vS  xS , substituting the values in (34), we can derive
the case 4 association probability.
c




2/ n
n
2/
2

M
M
T
vS  S vS 
  M P



 dv
P4  2S vS e 
S
0



(35)

The integral in (35) cannot be solved in its general form.
However, closed form solutions can be obtained for special
cases as shown in section IV.
IV. SPECIAL CASES: DUAL-SLOPE AND TRI-SLOPE PATH
LOSS MODELS
For the purpose of validating the work shown in section
III, we have considered two special cases of multi-slope
path loss model namely dual slope path loss model and trislope path loss model. The integrals derived in section III
for the UE association probabilities are further evaluated in
subsequent subsections for these special cases to give an
analytical expression for the UE association probabilities in
terms of the model parameters.
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1. Dual Slope path loss model:
We consider a simple two-ray model with  0  2 as used
in [26] which exhibit dual slope path loss behavior. In this
case,
2

xk
xk  R1

(36)
Lk  
1
1  2
 R1
xk
xk  R1
where, R1 represents the critical distance while 1
represents the PLE when the distance of UE from its serving
BS (uplink or downlink) is greater than R1 .
By incorporating the path loss model of (36) in the work
done in Section III, we derive first, second and fourth cases
of UE association probabilities. We will not evaluate UE
association probability for the case 3 in this section as it is
zero for the general case as shown in (29).
Case 1:
Referring to (18) for case 1 in section III and considering
dual-slope path loss model defined in (36), (9) can be
expanded to the following form
P1  Pr( xM  xS ; xS , xM  R1 )  Pr( xM  xS ;
xS , xM  R1 )  Pr( xM  xS

1

2
2

 1 (1  2)
2
;

R1

1

1 (1  2)

1

(37)

xM  R1  xS )  Pr( xM  xS
R1
; xS  R1  xM )
The last two terms in (37) will become zero considering
there is no overlapping region in the events defined for each
of them. From the limits set in (37), the integral for the
association probability corresponding to case 1 under dualslope model will take the following form.
P1 

R1 xS



f xM ( xM ) f xS ( xS )dxM dxS 

0 0
 xS



(38)
f xM ( xM ) f xS ( xS )dxM dxS

R1 R1

Solving the integral for P1 in (38), we get:
P1 

M

 e (M  S ) R1  e S R1
2

M  S

2

(39)

Case 2:
Referring to (26) for case 2 in section III and considering
dual-slope path loss model defined in (36), (21) can be
expanded to the following
P2  Pr(xM  xS ; xM , xS  R1)
1

 Pr(xM  P 2 xS ; xM , xS  R1)  Pr(xM  xS ; xM , xS  R1)

 (12)
 Pr(xM  P 1 xS ; xM , xS  R1)  Pr(xM  xS 1 R1 1
1

2

 (12)
; xS  R1  xM )  Pr(xM  P 1 xS 1 R1 1
1

2

1

1

(40)

1

 1 (12)
; xS  R1  xM )  Pr(xM  xS 2 R1 2
1 1
 1 (12)
; xM  R1  xS )  Pr(xM  P 2 xS 2 R1 2
; xM  R1  xS )

Some of terms in (40) will become zero considering there
is no overlap region in the events defined for them. From the
limits set in (40) and considering the overlap regions
corresponding to each probability terms, the integral will
take the following form
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2. Tri-Slope path loss model:
Here, we combine a simple two-ray model with bounded
path loss model as used in [26] to simulate a tri-slope path
loss behavior where,  0  0 . In this case,

R1 R1

 

P2 
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f xM ( xM ) f xS ( xS ) d xM d xS

0 xS
R1
R1





 

f xM ( xM ) f xS ( xS )d xM d xS

f xM ( xM ) f xS ( xS )d xM dxS

0 P 1 /  0 x S
 



(41)

R1 x S











1 / 1

R1 P
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f xM ( xM ) f xS ( xS )d xM dxS
xS
P 1 /  1 x S



P  1 / 2 R1

f xM ( x M ) f xS ( xS ) d xM d xS

R1

Solving the integral in (41), we get
2

S
S
P2 

(1  e  ( M P   S ) R1 )
 M   S  M P   S
 1

 e  ( M  S ) R1  e  ( M   S P ) R1
  (  M P 2 /1   S ) R12
S
 2e

2/

 M P 1   S   e  ( M P 2 /1  S ) P 1R12

2

2

(42)





Case 4:
Incorporating the dual-slope path loss model given in (36)
in the general case expression derived in (35) for UE
association probability of case 4, (32) can be expanded to
the following:
1

1

 Pr( xM  P 1 xS ; xM , xS  R1 )

 (1  2)
 Pr( xM  P 1 xS 1 R1 1
; xS  R1  xM )
2

1

1

(43)

 (1  2)
 Pr( xM  P 2 xS 2 R1 2
; xM  R1  xS )
Some of terms in (43) will become zero considering there
is no overlap region for the events defined for them. From
the limits set in (43), the integral will take the following
form
1

R1

R1

 

P4 
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1

P
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1


P

(44)
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f x M ( x M ) f x S ( x S ) dx M dx S
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S
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2
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By solving (47), we get the following:

M

P1 

2
2
 e   (  M   S ) R1  e   S R1

 ( M  S P 1 ) R12

 ( M P

2

1

)  e M R1

2

(45)
)

 S ) R12 P 1

e
e
Case 2:
For finding case 2 association probability using tri-slope
path loss model, we focus on regions where xS  xM , we

can obtain the following expression for P2
P2  Pr( xM  xS ; xM , xS  R1)  Pr( xM  xS ;
1

R1  xM , xS  R2 )  Pr( xM  P 1 xS ; R1  xM , xS  R2 ) 
1

Pr( xM  xS ; xM , xS  R2 )  Pr( xM  P 2 xS ; xM , xS  R2 )

xS  R1, R1  xM  R2 )  Pr( xM  R1

2

1

1 (  )
2 1

R2

2

;

(49)


 (2 1)
xM  R2 , xS  R1)  Pr( xM  P 2 R1 2 R2 2
;
1

1

1

1

1

By solving (49), we get the following
2
 2/1
S
2S
P2 

e (M P S )R1

2/
M  S M P 1  S
2
 2/2
2S
S

e (M P S )R2 

2/
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 P 2  
 P 1  
M
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e (M P
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(48)

  (  M R12   S R 22 )

1

2

 S ) R12

(47)

 (2 1)
, R1  xS  R2 )  Pr( xM  P 2 xS 2 R2 2
;
xM  R2 , R1  xS  R2 )

(1  e  ( M P  S ) R1 )

M P 1  S
2e

 1 ( 2 1 )

1

Solving the integral in (44), we get:

P4 

2

 (2 1)
xM  R2 , xS  R1)  Pr( xM  xS 2 R2 2
; xM  R2

R1

R1

2R
1

distances

P1  Pr( xM  xS ; xS , xM  R1 )  Pr( xM  xS ;
R1  xS , xM  R2 )  Pr( xM  xS ; xS , xM  R2 ) 

1

1

critical

 Pr( xM  R1; xS  R1, R1  xM  R2 )  Pr( xM  P 1 R1;

f x M ( x M ) f x S ( x S ) dx M dx S 
1
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(46)

1

f x M ( x M ) f x S ( x S ) dx M d x S 

0  12
P xS


R1 
P

xk  R1
 xk  R1
xk  R2

while 1 and  2 represent the corresponding PLEs.
Incorporating (46) in the work done in section III, we derive
first, second and fourth cases of UE association
probabilities. We will not evaluate UE association
probability for the case 3 in this section as it is zero for the
general case as shown in (29).
Case 1:
For finding case 1 association probability using tri-slope
path loss model, we focus on regions where xM  xS ,
referring to (9) we can obtain the following expression
for P1 :

M  S
  (  M   S ) R 22

P4  Pr( xM  P 2 xS ; xM , xS  R1 )
1


1
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R11 xk 1
R2
   


2
 R1 1 R2 2 1 xk
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2

S
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Case 4:
For finding case 4 association probability using tri-slope
path loss model, again we focus on regions where xM  xS ,

we can obtain the following expression for P4 :
1

P4  Pr(xM  P 1 xS ; R1  xM , xS  R2 ) 
1

1

Pr(xM  P 2 xS ; xM , xS  R2 )  Pr(xM  P 1 R1;
1


 (2 1)
(51)
xS  R1, R1  xM  R2 )  Pr(xM  P 2 R1 2 R2 2
1

1

1

 (2 1)
; xM  R2 , xS  R1)  Pr(xM  P 2 xS 2 R2 2
; xM  R2 , R1  xS  R2 )
1

1

By solving (51), we get the following:
P4 

S



(e (M P

2

M P 1  S


e (M P
 (M P

e

2

1

2

S ) R22

2

S ) R22
2

2e
e

2

1

S ) R12

S
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e (M P

2

2

2

S ) R22

M P 2  S

 (M S P

M P

2

1 2

R1

1

 (M P

e

) R22

2

1

S ) R12

(52)

As indicated in Fig. 3, case 2 association probability
(decoupled) increases when using dual-slope path loss
model. This indicates that the DUDe performance is better
when using a more accurate (two-ray) path loss model as
compared to single-slope path loss model which uses an
approximated PLE value (between 2 and 4). On the other
hand the case 2 association probability is highest around
  10 but drops steadily with increase in  , resulting in an
increase in case 4 association probability (i.e. coupled
association).
Fig. 4, shows a comparison of the UE association
probabilities of cases 2 and 4 using single slope and tri-slope
path loss models against different values of BS density
ratios. Again, case 1 association probability (coupled
association) remains unchanged with respect to the path loss
model used and hence has not been shown in Fig. 4. As
shown in Fig. 4, case 2 association probability has been
found to be significantly higher when incorporating tri-slope
path loss model as compared to single-slope model at both
  3 and   4 . Case 4 association probability is
computed to be nearly zero indicating that the UEs will
normally associate with SBSs in decoupled mode when trislope model is being considered.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to validate the analytical findings, we have run
Monte Carlo simulations with 10000 instances. For every
instance, we have considered a two-tier network containing
MBSs
and
SBSs
having
different
SBS
densities S  3,30, 60,90,120,180 , with M  3 . The BSs’
locations have been determined using Homogeneous
Poisson Point Process. The SBS transmit powers have been
defined as PS  30dBm, 24 dBm , and MBS transmit power
as PM  46dBm . We have considered two PLE values for
single-slope path loss model,   3 and   4 . For dualslope path loss model we have set the critical distance
R1  1m and PLEs have been set to [ 0 , 1 ]  [2, 4]
representing bounded path loss model as discussed in [26].
For the tri-slope path loss model, we have considered
critical distances at R1  1m and R2  267 m and PLE
values have been set to [ 0 , 1 ,  2 ]  [0, 2, 4] representing
the combination of classic two-ray model and bounded path
loss model as discussed in [26].
We have compared the UE association probabilities of
first, second and fourth cases using single-slope, dual-slope
and tri-slope path loss models. The association probabilities
for each of the cases are defined as the percentage of devices
(UEs) that will be associated with the particular case.
In Fig. 3, we have compared the UE association
probabilities of cases 2 and 4 using single-slope and dualslope path loss models against different values of BS density
ratios  at P  40 . It has been found that case 1 association
probability remains unchanged for different path loss
models hence not plotted in Fig. 3. The values of  have
been chosen so as to simulate moderate to ultra-dense
network scenarios. We use the UE association probability
expressions derived in [4] for single-slope path loss model.
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Figure 3. UE association probability vs. BS density ratio  at P  40 .
Here P2 and P4 are case 2 and case 4 association probabilities respectively
and N represents the order of slope for the path loss model. Two path loss
models have been compared which includes single-slope model with
  3 ,   4 and dual-slope model with [ 0 , 1 ]  [2, 4] and R1  1m

Figure 4. UE association probability vs. BS density ratio  at P  40 .
Here P2 and P4 are case 2 and case 4 association probabilities respectively

and N represents the order of slope for the path loss model. Two path loss
models have been compared which includes single-slope model with
  3 ,   4 and tri-slope model with [ 0 , 1,  2 ]  [0, 2, 4] and
R1  1m and R2  267 m .

In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we have compared case 2 UE
association probabilities (SBS for uplink and MBS for
downlink) versus the BS density ratio  for single and dual
slope path loss models for different values of P . As seen in
the figures, higher values of case 2 association probability
are obtained when considering dual-slope path loss model
as compared to single slope models with   3 and   4 .
The probability also increase with an increase in P which
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represents lower SBS transmit power. Moreover, for each
value of P , the case 2 association probability increases till
  10 , and then steadily decreases as  increases to higher
values indicative of dense cellular network. Hence it may be
concluded that low powered node densification will not
increase the likelihood of decoupled uplink downlink
association for UEs, rather it will result in an increase in
case 4 association probability which indicates coupled
association with SBS as further elaborated in figures 7 and
8.
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considering dual-slope path loss model as compared to
single slope models with   3 and   4 .

Figure 8. Case 4 UE association probability vs. BS density ratio  for
different values of P . Here, N represents the order of slope for the path
loss model. Two path loss models have been compared which includes
and dual-slope model with
single-slope model with   4
[ 0 , 1 ]  [2, 4] and R1  1m

The probability also decreases with an increase in P but
rises with increase in  indicative of more UEs expected to
connect to SBS in coupled mode.
Figure 5. Case 2 UE association probability vs. BS density ratio  for
different values of P . Here, N represents the order of slope for the path
loss model. Two path loss models have been compared which includes
single-slope model with   3
and dual-slope model with
[ 0 , 1 ]  [2, 4] and R1  1m

Figure 6. Case 2 UE association probability vs. BS density ratio  for
different values of P . Here, N represents the order of slope for the path
loss model. Two path loss models have been compared which includes
single-slope model with   4 and dual-slope model with
[ 0 , 1 ]  [2, 4] and R1  1m

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have derived the UE association
probabilities of a two-tier Heterogeneous Cellular Network
incorporating DUDe technique using multi-slope path loss
model. In order to analyze the network performance in terms
of decoupled association, we have considered two special
cases of this model namely, dual-slope and tri-slope path
loss. The analytical results obtained in this work are
compared with simulated values and are found in good
agreement. The simulations as well as the analytical results
indicate a drastic difference in the values of decoupled
association probabilities (case 2) when using multi-slope
path loss model as compared to single-slope path loss
model, which is considered an approximation. As a result,
the multi-slope path loss model is considered to be more
realistic and accurate as it provides better insight into the
performance of DUDe based heterogeneous cellular
networks. Our work shows that DUDe will perform better in
realistic environments, which are better modeled through
dual or tri-slope path loss models.
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